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High process reliability through full tunnel wave soldering system

LEDs made in Italy

Although LEDs (light-emitting diode) have a significantly higher light output than light 

bulbs, they do require high demands of energy. If they are not optimally supplied with 

energy, flickering of lights or unsteadiness can occur. In order for this not to happen, LED 

drivers are the solution. TCI is one of the leading LED manufacturers based in Saronno, 

Italy and known for their extensive range of LED modules, drivers and converters.

Privately owned for 30 years, TCI has around 250 employees to 

ensure all manufactured LED applications function properly and 

flawlessly. An LED module is not solely responsible for a perfect 

functioning light source or different dimming capabilities. This is 

why, in addition to LED converters, LED drivers are also necessary. 

Converters guarantee that the input voltage is transformed into a 

constant output voltage, whereas drivers provide a constant output 

current and can often produce a constant output voltage. The differ-

ent types of dimming available is also interesting. As well as the fact 

that even small voltage changes affects the current and fluctuations 

of current, which can easily destroy LEDs.

Groundbreaking technology
The Italian manufacturer is a specialist in LED applications with an 

increasing clientele to customers worldwide. Although TCI began to 

produce modules only 6 years ago, this area continues to expand. 

According to Plant Manager, Ing. Alessandro Gallingani, 175 differ-

ent LED modules are produced on a weekly basis. He also empha-

sizes that they do not only produce standard designs. The needs 

and wishes of their customers are very important, which means 

they try to realize all special requests. The company is currently ex-

panding their production area to a new 5,000 m² building. To meet 

the needs of the growing market, this new site will mainly produce 

LED modules between 1.20 m and 1.50 m in length, as well as, 

driver-on-board modules.

The manufacturer is also focusing on pushing innovations in the 

area of LED drivers forward. All special requests are taken into con-

sideration, not only standard designs. From a blank paper to the 

prototype, all requests are made within 20 days. The company 

brought on a knowledgeable research and development team, put-

ting them in the forefront of the market. They are currently produc-

ing drivers that have integrated Wi-Fi or Bluetooth modules. 

The full tunnel  

wave soldering  

system,  

Powerflow N2,  

that manufactures  

the drivers.

Typical THT PCB for the 

 driver manufacturing.
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The idea behind this is to go in the direction of Smart Environment, 

where all light sources and the luminescence of the LEDs will be 

controlled or modified remotely by only one person. In the future, 

the light should be able to control itself, adapting to external lighting 

conditions, and eliminating unnecessary electricity costs. The com-

pany’s imagination shows no boundaries, which in combination with 

high flexibility, they will continue to grow exponentially. Long-term 

partnerships are also a sign for continuous stability, which the 

manufacturer has with Ersa. With their long-term collaboration of 20 

years, Ersa has helped the manufacturer realize their innovative 

ideas with the use of their soldering equipment. In addition to two 

Powerflows N2 in the THT section of the driver manufacturing, the 

SMD department has a Versaflow and four Hotflows with two differ-

ent models. There are also four other Hotflow machines from Ersa 

in the module assembly line. The focal point of this article is on the 

THT area where drivers are manufactured, so the focus will be on 

the Powerflow N2.

Demand for soldering in LED applications
Wave soldering is predestined for wired electronic components or 

connector elements, even if the control of the process is more com-

plicated than in reflow soldering. Several factors, such as soldering 

alloy, flux, preheating temperature, wetting time and the atmos-

phere in the soldering module play a crucial role in the quality of the 

result. In the assembly production, TCI uses two Powerflow N2 

from Ersa to produce LED drivers. An SMD process accompanies 

the bottom of the double-sided circuit board, while the top side is 

responsible for the current of components, such as electrolytic ca-

pacitors, electrical resistors, coils, and other components associ-

ated with through-hole mounting. This process is carried out on 12 

THT lines with approximately 60 employees, the majority being 

women. The Plant Manager, Alessandro Gallingani, exclaims: 

“There is currently no technology that could reduce the size of our 

components with its current dimensions. In addition, the space be-

tween the THT components is very small, so much so that this 

could not be handled automatically. Our design of the modules for 

the LED drivers requires manual work, especially on the top where 

the electrical functions are. Our THT seats are filled with 90 % of our 

staff who are concentrated on this work alone.”

The two full tunnel wave soldering systems, Powerflow N2, are the 

perfect addition to the production of well-functioning LED drivers. To 

handle the long and narrow LED strips, the soldering systems are 

equipped with special belts and special carriers that ensure planar-

ity. The spray flux systems have a flow rate setting that allows for a 

fine and accurate deposition, which decreases the waste of flux. 

VOC-free water based fluxes can also be used. The 2-head spray 

In the area of driver manufacturing, there are 12 THT lines.
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The separation of the LED stripes.
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Zusammenfassung
TCI ist einer der führenden LED-Hersteller mit Sitz in Saronno und 

bekannt durch sein umfangreiches Angebot an LED-Modulen, -Trei-

bern und -Konvertern. Einer langjährigen Partnerschaft verdankend 

findet sich umfangreiches Lötequipment von Ersa in der Produkti-

on. Der Artikel befasst sich mit der THT-Herstellung der Treiber, die 

mit hoher Prozesssicherheit durch die Volltunnel-Wellenlötanlage 

einhergeht. 

Résumé
TCI fait partie des constructeurs pilotes en matière de LED et a son 

siège à Saronno. La société est connue par son offre très étendue 

de modules, de pilotes et de convertisseurs pour LED. Grâce à un 

partenariat déjà établi depuis longtemps, on trouve dans la produc-

tion un vaste choix d’équipements de soudure d’Ersa. L’article 

traite de la fabrication THT des pilotes, laquelle s’accompagne 

d’une grande sécurité des processus du fait de l’installation de 

brasage à la vague en tunnel complet. 

Резюме
TCI — один из ведущих производителей светодиодов, 

штаб-квартира которого расположена в Саронно. Компания 

известна обширным предлагаемым спектром светодиодных 

модулей, приводов и конвертеров. Благодаря многолетнему 

партнерству в производстве используется обширный 

ассортимент паяльного оборудования Ersa. Статья 

рассказывает о ТНТ-производстве приводов, высокая степень 

безопасности которого обеспечивается за счет 

полнотуннельной установки для пайки волной припоя.

+++ Video-Interview +++

A full tunnel wave soldering system ensures high pro-

cess reliability in the THT area during the manufacturing of drivers. 

Our readers can find the video here: http://epp-europe.eu/appli-

kation-video/ full-tunnel-wave-soldering-system-ersa-tci.

In the manufacturing 

area for the  

modules with a  

Hotflow 3/20 XL.

From left to right: Alessandro Gallingani (TCI), Tom Berx (Ersa) and 

Luca Fiorucci with the camera crew.

fluxer with the intelligent pattern spraying programming is even 

more precise than the previously pneumatically driven motor con-

trol. This ensures less residue on the printed circuit board, as well as 

the end of complex manual cleaning with a brush, saving exponen-

tial time and cost. The preheating concept with convection, as well 

as medium and short wave infrared emitter modules reduces faulty 

soldering points by approximately 40 %. Particularly with large 

mass-efficient components, that are available at TCI, the configu-

rable preheating concept of the system ensures uniform heating 

without overheating. Only high quality materials are used for solder-

ing, so that the solder cannot react with the surface. The use of the 

Wörthmann wave ensures a complete wetting of the SMD pads. 

This causes fewer soldering bridges and a positive soldering result, 

especially with the difficult THT components of the LED drivers. 

Alessandro Gallingani further confirms this: “We have not only re-

duced problems involving soldered assembly by about 40 %, but we 

have also increased our production by 25 %, all thanks to the wave 

soldering systems.” Another positive aspect of the systems is the 

multi-stage cleaning systems, which minimizes maintenance times. 

Throughout the preheating zones and the soldering units, a part of 

the atmosphere is constantly absorbed, cleaning the central mod-

ule. The three gas streams are never mixed, which helps prevent 

the residual oxygen content in the soldering module from forming 

air pockets. The constant change of the atmosphere prevents over-

heating of the gas and helps to stabilize the thermal conditions. All 

of this has an easy-to-use control system concept with simple oper-

ation via a desktop-PC or touchscreen.

TCI is not looking to forgo this collaboration with Ersa, as the Plant 

Manager confirms: “We have many advantages with this long-term 

cooperation with Ersa. Not only is the company trustworthy, but 

they also provide great support, along with their innovative equip-

ment. I also would like to include Packtronic and their Managing Di-

rector, Luca Fiorucci. If we ever have any problems with one of the 

systems, support is directly here to investigate deeper and find an 

efficient solution. We also receive specific instructions to be able to 

start production as quickly as possible.” (dj)

SMT Hybrid Packaging, Booth 4-111

www.tci.it; www.packtronic.it; www.ersa.com
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